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ABSTRACT 

At various stages of a breach, adversaries can use password spraying. It can be utilized to gain initial access to a 

system, but it can also be utilized to increase privileges after access has been gained. In many cases, this strategy 

ironically makes use of a password rotation security measure that is frequently used by businesses. Some business 

users may choose predictable passwords when they update them after they expire. 

Specifically, in two cases when an attacker has gained access to the target network, detecting potential password 

spraying attacks against Active Directory installations. 

Hackers can rely on companies using usernames that are identical to those found in public domains when they are able 

to get data on employees from public sources. These usernames will be concatenated by the hacker. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

An attack method known as "password spraying" allows criminals to gain access to legitimate account credentials by 

using a single password or a short list of widely used passwords on a large number of usernames. Password spraying 

uses the opposite strategy from brute force attacks, which aim to obtain valid credentials while avoiding account 

lockouts by targeting a single user or small group of users with a huge number of passwords. If the target organization 

doesn't have the right monitoring and detection controls in place, this permits adversaries to go undetected. The use of 

this potent tactic has been documented by penetration testers, cybercriminals, and nation-state actors. 

Unlike brute force assaults, password spraying targets large volumes of passwords rather than single ones, which 

makes it different from brute force attacks. 

2.    LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mitnick Security et. al., Cybersecurity measures are in place at many organizations to stop threat actors from getting 

past security and launching  

 attacks. Although, there may be a gaping hole in your organization’s security: untrained employees. 

Threat actors can take advantage of the poor security habits of your network and system users through a technique 

known as password spraying in order to gain access and wreak havoc on your organization. Below, we’ll discuss 

password spraying attacks demonstration video included and what you can do to mitigate the risks. 

Citrix et. al., proposed that Both a drive connected to a web-based application used in Citrix's consulting business and 

a shared network drive included business documents that were stolen by the attackers. As a result of Citrix's failure to 

build a strong password strategy, the software firm has come under fire for allowing the hackers to access its IT 

infrastructure via a password spraying assault, which takes advantage of weak passwords. 

Citrix is by no means the only business that struggles with password security. 44 million Microsoft users were using 

the same usernames and passwords that had already been made public online following security breaches at other 

online services, it was discovered by a threat research team scanning all Microsoft user accounts in the early months 

of 2019. 

3.    EXISTING SYSTEM 

An attack using password spraying takes place in two steps. A hacker obtains a list of usernames and then uses the 

same password to try to log in with each account. To get access to accounts and systems, the attacker keeps going 

through the process with fresh passwords until the target authentication system is compromised. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In contrast to conventional brute force attacks, which attempt to guess a password for a single account, password 

spraying employs a variety of strategies. It yet continues to use the widespread trial-and-error methodology that 

characterizes a brute force attack. Because a password spray assault tries password guesses on a variety of accounts 

until it finds a match, it is regarded as a brute force attack.. In this attack we proposed a set of only six attempt if user 

login the page ,when it cross the limit more than six ,it send the mail to the admin.(while attempt (>6). 

SOFTWARE USED: framework- Springboot, language - Html, Mysql, angular, java. 
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4.    DIRECTORIES OF MODULES 

4.1 MODULE 1: USER INTERFACE 

The user login a web page by log in number attempt and after the password cracks by intruder send mail to an alert 

message to the admin. 

 

4.2 MODULE 2: UNAUTHORIZED ACCESS 

When the thirty party try to crack the user password, the attempts tried by the intruder get noticed and detected. 

4.3 MODULE 3: ENHANCED METHOD 

The method which the wronguser access will be detected only by the attempt logged in ,after the attempt goes more 

than six,get noticed and get alert message. 

5.    MODELLING AND ANALYSIS 

5.1 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

Figure 5.1 System Architecture 

5.2 WORKFLOW DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 5.2 Workflow 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this article, I won't discuss how to avoid this technique, but how to detect that it may be occurring in your 

environment. This will enable you take the best protection measures 

against a threat.this is to how much secure to the user can aware of these kind of various attacks that tools which are 

used by an intruder to access tha all data. 
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6.1 SCREENSHOTS 

 

Figure 6.1 Routing model 

 

Figure 6.2 Authentication Services 
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Fig 6.3 Password stored database 

7. CONCLUSION 

 We must advance alongside technology. Regarding identity management, there is no longer any advantage to 

continuing with the old practises. Going passwordless could be the solution your business needs to safeguard itself 

from a variety of other equally harmful cyberattacks in addition to password spraying..these kind of attacks will access 

all data from the user and may get account in trouble and in critical state by preventing and detecting using API by 

demonstrating password spraying detection. 
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